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RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
With Volume 36 of Discrete Mathematics, a Research Problem Section has 
been established. Problems in this section are intended to be research level 
problems rather than standard exercises. People wishing to submit such problems 
should send them (in duplicate) to: 
Professor Brian Alspach, 
Department of Mathematics, 
Simon Fraser University, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5A 1S6, 
Canada. 
The following should be included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originally 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a person willing to act as a 
correspondent; and (3) references and other pertinent information. 
The Editorial Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earlier, if possible indicating the source of the information, for 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
will be passed along to readers from time to time in order to keep them appraised 
of the current status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about problems that appeared earlier 
should write to Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond on technical 
matters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
Problem 38. Posed by Aviezri S. Fraenkel. 
Correspondent: Aviezri S. Fraenkel, 
Department of Applied Mathematics, 
The Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
An octal game is played on a finite collection of rows of tokens by two players. 
The player ftrst unable to move is the loser, his opponent the winner. The rules of 
an octal game are given by means of an octal code of the form O.ala2a3 . . . .  The 
kth digit ak specifies the conditions under which a block of k consecutive tokens 
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can be removed from a row: 
Value of ak Conditions for removal of block of k consecutive tokens 
0 Not permitted 
1 If block is entire row 
2 If block lies at one end of row but .;~ not a complete row 
3 If 1 or 2 hold 
4 If block is s~rictly within row 
5 If 1 or 4 hc;Id 
6 If 2 or 4 hold 
7 If 1 or 2or4hold 
Thus nim is 0.3. In the octal game 0.137 (derived from Dawson's kayles [4, 5]), a 
move consists of removing a token provided that its neighbors, if any, are 
removed with it. 
Since the input length of an octal game on a row of length n ~s O(log n), the 
winning strategy for an octal game is evJidently polynomia! if its Sp,,'ague-Grundy 
function g is ultimately periodic or follows some other simple rule which permits 
to compute g(n) in time bounded by a fixed power of log n. A ~umber of octal 
games was shown to be periodic by Guy and Smith [6], including 0.137. See also 
[2, 3], and [1] for various extensions. 
An octal is called finite if a~. = 0 for all sufficiently large n. No octal game with 
finite octal is known to be non-periodic, aad none is known not to have a 
polynomial strategy. The same lack of knowledge prevails for relat~ed ~;ames, such 
a:~, Grundy's game (divide a row into two unequal parts). The follc~wing eneraliza- 
tion node kayles of 0.137 is Pspace-,hard (Schaefer [8]): Given an arbitrary finite 
(undirected) graph. A n~.ove consis'ls of labeling an as yet unltbeled node not 
adjacent fro any labeled node. Again the player first unable to move is the loser. 
A (partizan) variation called bigraph node kayles, played on a bipartite graph, is 
also P~pace-hard. 
There is a considerable gap of games lying in between the pt'/ynomial 0.137 
and the Pspace-hard node kayles, especially since the input length of the latter is 
exponentially larger than that of the former. Find a more precise 'borderl ine'.  
One possible approach to show that there are Pspace-hard octal games, if any, 
is to sharpen a result of Morris [7], by first showing that playing sums of games is 
Pspacc-hard even for impartial games, and thee further reducing this to octal 
games. (An analogous uccessive reduction was achieved to prove various board 
games Pspace-hard.) 
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Problem 39. Posed by Aviezri  S. Fraenkel and Anton Kotzig. 
Correspondent:  Aviezri  S. Fraenkel,  
Department  of Appl ied Mathematics, 
The Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
A two-person game is impartial if for every position the set of followers for one 
player is identical to the set of followers for the other player. Otherwise the game 
is partizan. At octal game as defined in Problem 38 is impartial. It is transformed 
into a partizan octal game by assigning distinct octals to the two players. Various 
propert ies of these games wer, ~, determined in [1] for the case where the octals are 
restricted to quaternary numbers. 
Explore the main properties of general partizan octal games. 
Reference 
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Problem 40. Posed by Aviezri  S. Fraenkel.  
Correspondent:  AviezJi S. Fraenkel,  
Department of Appl ied Mathematics, 
The Weizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
A poset game is a two-person game defined on any partially ordered set (S, ~>) 
of heaps of tokens. The first player selects a heap sl E S and removes a nonempty 
subset of tokens from among all heaps s >t sl. The second player picks some s2 
from among the remaining heaps of S, if any, and removes a nonempty s,a0set of 
tokens from among all heaps s >I s2. Play now reverts back to the first player who 
selects some s3 from among the surviving elements, if any, and again removes a 
nonempty subset of tokens from among all heaps s I> s3. Play continL, es in the 
indicated manner until all elements have been removed. In last-player-win (LPW) 
